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Key Takeaways
IAM Is An essential component Of customer 
security And Privacy
All business processes and applications are 
imbued with identities, and managing these 
identities is essential when it comes to protecting 
data. Customer-obsessed security pros need a 
solid grasp of iAM capabilities and must treat 
them as a top priority.

IAM Is core To Driving Optimal employee 
experience
Today’s tight labor market requires engaged 
employees, and improving employee experience 
(eX) is a key to driving retention. Given that many 
iAM technologies, especially those related to 
identity management, can have a direct impact on 
user productivity and engagement, security pros 
need to assess how iAM can help further existing 
eX initiatives.

IAM Becomes Microservices- And API-Based
Tired of clunky, monolithic iAM solutions? Then 
you’ll be happy to learn that vendors are breaking 
existing platforms into microservices- and APi-
based offerings that can simplify integration. 
This lets organizations flexibly adapt to evolving 
business requirements, on a smaller footprint, 
and with faster time-to-value.

Why read This report

identity and access management (iAM) 
capabilities are critical in the fight to protect 
customers from account takeover, identity theft, 
and privacy abuses. Business leaders, Cios, and 
Cisos use iAM technologies to both engage with 
customers and protect them throughout their 
journey. These same technologies are also vital 
to protecting employee experience, driving both 
operational efficiencies and productivity. in this 
report, we help security pros understand how to 
use iAM to enable digital transformation initiatives 
and new business models in the next two years.
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you need iAM in your Technology Portfolio

Great customer experiences lead to higher revenue growth for your company.1 To provide great 
experiences, you must invest in the technology, systems, and processes that help win, serve, and 
retain customers.2 iAM is one such technology. Although it began as a collection of purely security-
focused technologies, it has evolved into an essential tool for helping a firm understand and engage 
with customers along every step of their journey. you need iAM technologies in order to:

 › Manage customer identities, preferences, and profiles across channels and devices. When 
purchasing your products and services, and through other forms of engagement, customers 
demand consistent, personalized, and relevant experiences across all channels. This is only 
possible if you can accurately verify, enroll, and identify the customer, remember their prior 
interactions and customer preferences, and understand their behavior in context. remembering the 
customer’s actions, preferences, and profile is only feasible if you centrally manage all customer 
identities; for example, the website of a magazine with both a print and an electronic presence 
needs to maintain a single record of a subscriber’s delivery address, subscription expiration date, 
payment method, content customization, and email list preferences for all of the customer’s 
subscriptions.3

 › Maintain customer privacy preferences across locations, hosting models, partners. 
Customers are becoming more sensitive to and affected by how firms collect, store, and use their 
personally identifiable information (Pii).4 regulations such as the eu’s General data Protection 
regulation (GdPr) and Payment services directive (Psd2) also create greater regulatory and 
customer scrutiny of iAM vendor solutions that store and have to protect Pii and firms that collect 
and use it.5 you must manage users’ identities in such a way that it also allows them to log in and 
manage their privacy preferences. even more challenging, you must ensure that wherever you 
store, copy, or transmit that data, you: 1) protect it in transit, at rest, and in use and 2) enforce 
customers’ privacy preferences without diminishing the potential value that businesses can extract 
from it or unnecessarily adding costs.

 › Provide adaptive, secure access to sensitive data for employees and partners. Because your 
company’s processes and products are increasingly digital, you’re generating more and more data. 
Moreover, few companies work in isolation: you may have hundreds of third-party relationships, 
from suppliers, to contractors, to outsourcers, and it’s your role to ensure that: 1) this data is 
accessible to the right, authorized owner and protected from unauthorized users and access 
regardless of location or hosting model and 2) authorization takes context into account.6 iAM must 
tie employees, business partners, and even customers to data: An automotive manufacturer must 
ensure that its suppliers gain access only to the intellectual property (iP) of parts they need to 
deliver to the manufacturer — but no other data.7 in addition, the rise of machine identities such as 
bots that may interact with customers and sensitive data also requires extending existing identity 
controls to cover these machine identity use cases.8
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 › support seamless mobile customer experiences that engender trust. unlike with your own 
employees, you don’t have the power to manage a customer’s device and its contents. To support 
customers’ mobile moments, you must build iAM into the mobile experience in such a way that 
it doesn’t detract from their experience yet instills confidence that you’re protecting them from 
cybercriminals and potential privacy abuses. you can engender your customers’ trust in their 
mobile moments by how you: 1) verify and enroll users; 2) register your firm’s mobile application 
or a third-party ioT device to use your services; 3) authenticate users for routine and high-value 
transactions securely; and 4) recover their password or user id. Agile mobile application developers 
must repeatedly provide scalable iAM features to millions of customers — at low cost.9

 › support a broad ecosystem of Zero Trust processes and technologies. forrester’s Zero Trust 
model of information security and its eXtended framework (ZTX) is quickly becoming a de facto 
standard and design principle in every domain of security, including but not limited to network 
security, cloud security, data protection, and application security.10 iAM plays an outsized role in 
ZTX. Providing users and devices with the least privilege necessary to perform their actions is a 
foundational tenet of the framework. To allow firms to transition easily to the new, identity-based 
perimeter of ZTX, iAM solutions must prevent overprivileging users but also pre-integrate with the 
main domains and components of the ZTX framework.

 › Leverage existing identity data to enhance customer relationships. iAM solutions provide 
rich context and identify patterns on how users interact with your mobile application, website, 
call center, and corporate applications. security professionals typically use this data to defend 
against cyberthreats and investigate security incidents, but now marketing and line of business 
(LoB) owners are asking security teams to provide trend analysis on how customers browse the 
site and where they struggle with registration, authentication, and self-services like password reset. 
security pros, in collaboration with LoB owners, can then use this data to redesign the site and 
provide more-targeted offers to users or speed up the customer registration process. A thorough 
understanding of customers’ behaviors helps with fast-tracking identity verification and enrollment 
of known honest and/or whitelisted customers.

iAM Must support new digital Business Models And requirements

As customer-obsessed firms use digital technologies to create new sources of value for customers 
and to increase operational agility, vital business processes will traverse different user populations, 
hosting models, and access channels and devices (see figure 1).11 your iAM strategy and architecture 
must provide the right level of controlled access from any device to any internal or external application 
and data resource, regardless of hosting model, for your employees and contractors (workforce iAM 
scenarios), business partners (partner iAM scenarios), customers (consumer and additional partner iAM 
scenarios), and devices (connected iAM scenarios) (see figure 2). Connected devices and machine 
identities such as bots further complicate these requirements because of their huge number and types 
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and amount of data, all of which security teams must manage and govern. This will have an enormous 
impact on the interface design of iAM systems and the architecture of modern solutions that integrate 
with iAM systems. in the future:

 › Passwordless authentication will become the norm. With the adoption of Trusona and 
Windows 10 Hello, and the proliferation of smartphone-based, connected tokens, security teams 
can finally start their migration away from password-only authentication. Alternatives include 
push notifications sent to mobile devices, biometrics (finger, face, and voice), fido WebAuthn, 
behavioral biometrics, risk-based authentication, as well as multimodal biometrics. Passwordless 
authentication will direct firms’ attention to the initial onboarding and device registration processes 
that they need to enhance.

 › Behavioral biometrics will perform IDV and continuous user authentication. Cybercriminals 
don’t have to harvest passwords from privileged systems from endpoints; they can hack directly 
into a password vault or an Active directory domain.12 Making a one-time authentication decision 
based on passwords alone is no longer sufficient. you must add multifactor and behavioral and 
device profiling to your arsenal.13 use behavioral biometrics to assess user behavior for identity 
verification (idv) as customers fill out forms at enrollment. expand authentication and authorization 
of activity from a one-time decision at the beginning of the session into an ongoing process of 
establishing and monitoring user activity profiles.14

 › IAM will increasingly provide context to data and networks in a Zero Trust framework. 
iAM systems are a pillar of forrester’s Zero Trust Model of information security and provide the 
enforcement framework for secure access to applications and data. in the future, iAM solutions will 
provide more integrated ways to embed identity data into data protection and network forensics 
systems. for data protection and network security, it will be important to understand whose data 
assets and network packets are moving across the corporate network.15

 › Multitarget and multimodal IAM services will support cloud and on-prem workloads. 
Although cloud adoption is on the rise, legacy, on-premises user directories, applications, and 
processes won’t go away overnight (“the definition of legacy is that it works”). develop hybrid iAM 
architectures that have a track record of supporting iAM needs of on-premises, legacy applications 
such as Hris and erP with a broad set of connectors and single sign-on (sso) integration. since 
you may be reluctant to store user information and Pii in the cloud, your iAM vendor must support 
hybrid application environments, which includes integrating with on-premises and saas apps, and 
also support deployments in multiple configurations, including an on-premises offering, a cloud 
idaas, or as a managed service (see figure 3).16

 › self-sovereign, decentralized Identity will penetrate government and healthcare. 
decentralized digital identity (ddid), also known as self-sovereign identity, is an id verification and 
authentication framework that usually consists of: 1) a technology backbone (uPort, sovrin, etc.); 
2) a vertical network provider (e.g., CuLedger); 3) issuers (colleges, governments, etc.) that issue 
credentials to users; 4) verifiers (banks, healthcare providers, etc.) that verify claims; and 5) users 
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who store their digitally signed claims in their digital wallets. ddid will allow for an exponential 
boost to trust networks and use cases, such as idv and authentication, as well as user profile 
management.17

FIGUre 1 iAM Must serve Managed Application Hosting Models, user Populations, And endpoint variety
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FIGUre 2 Microservices- And APi-Based iAM reference Architecture
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Workforce IAM: support employee, contractor Access With context-Based Identity Views

To achieve digital operational excellence, you must ensure that your extended workforce can easily 
and seamlessly access authorized on-premises and cloud apps. These apps can be employee- or 
customer-facing; for instance, a help desk worker must be able to mimic a banking customer in an 
external-facing online banking application. To achieve better security and improve the operational 
efficiency and cost of compliance, s&r pros must develop iAM architectures and select vendor 
solutions that:

 › encapsulate data and its protection with data identity. if you want to avoid data loss, you must 
track data identity. data identity is metadata about that data itself — such as who created the 
data, who has access to it, and who can delete it — embedded into the data asset. it’s a crucial 
component of a secure, Zero Trust environment. data identity can also carry information about 
data usage patterns. This means that hackers can still leverage metadata, even if it’s encrypted, 
to understand specific user activity. Managing data identity and tying it to employee access rights 
in the iAM system helps prevent data loss and reduces the threat surface of the firm. This means 
assigning data access privileges to employees throughout their identity life cycle and including data 
assets (unstructured and structured) into every quarterly or annual access certification campaign.

 › Leverage machine learning to intercept anomalous access requests and patterns. in an 
identity management and governance (iMG) solution that draws static user information from a user 
directory, you can know and enforce what a user has access to.18 However, this information is fairly 
static and doesn’t identify threats when a user suddenly requests access to 10 times as many apps 
as they have in the past or accesses orders of magnitude more records in a CrM system than 
other users in their peer group. iMG tools offer identity analytics that provides the behavioral insight 
to reviewers on how a user requested, obtained, and used entitlements. iMG platforms also tie into 
threat and identity breach (e.g., stolen user name/password) databases to increase accuracy of 
their id analytics.19

 › Feed cyberthreat and identity intelligence data into IAM platforms. Protecting against threats 
in the vacuum of your siloed environment will only offer partial and insufficient defenses against 
hacks and breaches. forrester expects that, to keep adversaries out, iAM vendors will offer 
expanded capabilities for integrating and analyzing a range of identity analytics data, such as 
which iP addresses, device fingerprints, user name and password combinations, and sites hackers 
have used.20

 › Build identity federation across internal user stores and applications. in a modern enterprise, 
user directories exist for every application and line of business, but each application requires 
attribute values from other internal applications’ user directories. in the case of mergers or 
acquisitions or for other political reasons, user directory consolidation or redesign may not be 
feasible. To limit identity sprawl, you need to design user stores on directory platforms that support 
internal and external identity federation and maintain trust relationships and synchronization 
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between on-premises and cloud-based user directories.21 These new-generation user stores must 
provide direct tools, such as mapping relationships between identities, for investigating cyberthreats.

 › Tweak application-level authorization based on context and activity. While access certification 
processes reduce separation of duties violations and improve the company’s general security 
posture, employees often view it as unnecessary and a major drag on productivity. To reduce 
the burden of iMG processes such as access recertification, leading multinational banks and 
financial services firms are deploying second-generation externalized authorization solutions that 
can dynamically tune authorization policy decisions in apps at runtime. They do this based on: 1) 
context, such as device fingerprint or geolocation of the accessing device, and 2) activity, such as 
what the user has looked at in the application or other sensitive applications today.22 A promising 
technique is to create a prize point value for a resource for access and mandating that a user’s 
running tally of authorization points match that of the accessed resource.

Partner IAM: support secure Partner Access With cloud-Based Identity services

Today’s digital business relies on a growing number of business partners to deliver product, services, 
and new engagement models to its ultimate end customers. And those partners need to have 
controlled access to systems and data in your application ecosystem. An insurance carrier must 
provide extensive iAM services to the employees of all the independent insurance agencies it works 
with. our clients tell us that their most important partner requirements for iAM in the next two to three 
years include the ability to:

 › Natively support relationship management. static representation of organizations and users 
doesn’t communicate what they can access or how dangerous their activity is. An employee 
sponsoring a business partner’s employee or administering to a business partner’s organization 
means that the user directory and iAM solution must be relationship-aware; it must be able 
to quickly highlight relationships (and potential conflicts) and trending graphs and reports to 
administrators. for example, an independent business advisor partner of a bank may belong to 
multiple business partner organizations, which can cause separation of duties violations that only 
an iAM system with identity relationship management can detect.

 › Adopt IDaas for fast federation services. Although vertical-specific alliances have existed 
for a long time (e.g., Covisint in automotive and exostar in aerospace/defense and pharma), 
idaas providers (such as Azure, okta, oneLogin, and Ping identity) now offer out-of-the-box 
federation hubs that let clients act as both identity providers and relying parties to each other in a 
controlled fashion. forrester expects that, to alleviate the legal pain of contract sprawl in a growing 
multilateral federation ecosystem, idaas vendors will offer productized partner iAM services that 
offer the legal framework for entity (organization) and identity verification, access, and forensics. 
This will help streamline the process for providing seamless federated access for an employee of 
an idaas client supplier to an idaas client manufacturer’s applications and data. ddid will likely 
become the infrastructural foundation for these federation services.
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 › Make PIM-as-a-service available to partners and DevOps. Companies require outsourcers 
to have vPn access to the company’s network as well as access to the privileged identity 
management (PiM) vault and on-premises systems for administration. This process is not 
scalable, and administrators’ activities are hard to track, leaving your data exposed. you need 
to ensure that your outsourced system administrators and business partners can easily gain 
authorized and monitored access to all your on-premises and cloud systems. in a containerized 
environment, devops also needs to have PiM support (secrets management, app-to-app credential 
management) to securely move away from hardcoded storage of sensitive credentials or storage 
based on an in-house solution.

consumer IAM: expand customer Functionality Beyond security

digital businesses focus on delivering enhanced digital experiences that add value in the context of 
their customers’ needs. s&r pros realize that customer iAM (CiAM) projects can’t succeed without 
close collaboration across security, marketing, and business teams.23 s&r pros evaluating CiAM must:

 › Provide customer profile management, not just security. Traditionally, CiAM solutions have 
been focused on security-only and minimal identity management capabilities — registration, 
enrollment, authentication, and password and user id recovery — but have not provided extensive 
profile management, versioned customer consent, terms and conditions acceptance, or master 
data management functionality. As digital channels become the dominant form of interacting with 
your customers, you have to ensure that your customer identity portal can expand the identity’s 
scope from security-only attributes to managing the entire customer journey, including marketing 
preferences. it must also provide additional identity context that other downstream business 
applications can consume to support features such as personalization and recommendations. This 
is even more important as GdPr and privacy regulations mature.24

 › ensure that reliable IDV covers businesses and relationships. using idv methods based on 
credit file header or public records has been the foundation of idv, but it has fragmented and lost 
the trust of firms and customers in the past three to four years.25 it’s easier than ever for hackers 
to gain access to anyone’s credit file and social media footprint and answer knowledge-based idv 
and authentication questions. new ways to verify identities have to be based on: 1) decentralized 
identity networks (e.g., evernym, secureKey, etc.); 2) a blend of non-self-asserted data (e.g., credit, 
lien, phone numbers, and device reputation stored as pointers on private and public blockchains); 
and 3) self-asserted data in social media (AKA digital exhaust).

 › Work with commoditized MFA-as-a-service; replace sMs OTP with push notification. 
Multifactor authentication (MfA) has become the de facto protection for step-up authentication. 
MfA-as-a-service (e.g., Google Authenticator and symantec viP) continues to become 
commoditized and easier to integrate. Because malware can take control of a mobile phone’s sMs 
text message inbox and act as a man-in-the-middle attacker, use of sMs text-message-based 
one-time passwords will decrease in the future, and vendors will replace them with biometrics (all 
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modalities from finger, face, and voice to behavioral), push notification to mobile applications, and 
software tokens.26 Continued promotion of new biometric modalities such as the facial recognition 
feature in the extended iPhone X product line will further help drive customer use of biometrics, 
especially for consumer iAM interactions.

 › Track user behaviors to provide continuous authentication and authorization. up to now, 
authentication has been a one-time-only decision based on the credentials that the user presented. 
This led to easy, undetected account takeovers. s&r pros deploying CiAM platforms need to 
ensure that authentication and authorization in client-facing apps is ongoing: if a user behaves 
nicely, they can continue to access the site and transact with it. To determine if a user is who they 
claim to be, the site or system needs to read signals from the user’s interaction and navigational 
activity to build a normalcy baseline profile, then detect and alert on any anomaly from the 
baseline.27 if the anomaly points to fraud, the access control system should terminate the session 
or require additional step-up authentication from the user.

 › Use wearables for MFA and stronger device-to-human relationships. With the mobile device 
becoming a standard way to access accounts, bank online, and perform other high-value 
transactions, delivering push notifications or obtaining a one-time password on a mobile device 
is not out-of-band and entirely secure. s&r professionals need to build and acquire iAM solutions 
that support wearable devices like smart watches as a second factor authenticator, maybe even 
coupled with biometric MfA such as heart rate, gait, and sensor data.

connected Device IAM: Manage People, Apps, systems, And connected Device Access

forrester expects that by 2021 the number of managed ioT devices will exceed 100 billion.28 To 
prevent security breaches, security pros need to manage not only people, apps, and systems but also 
connected devices, both as actors and as endpoints in the iAM universe. This could range from smart 
speakers such as Alexa and Google Home to other sensors or connected devices. To secure their 
enterprise- and customer-facing ioT populations, s&r professionals must be able to:29

 › Massively scale user and object stores. one of the most daunting challenges of ioT security is 
dealing with the scale of connected devices. imagine, for example, the number of devices that just 
one hotel chain will create as it installs sensors on every door or window of every hotel property it 
owns. Today’s large-scale LdAP directories can manage hundreds of millions of user objects but 
are largely unprepared to handle static and relational information of hundreds of billions of objects. 
in the next 18 to 24 months, you must upgrade your directory infrastructure to a much more 
scalable user and object store, such as node.js, ussignal, or Wasabi.

 › source an IAM system that handles people, apps, systems, and devices. The original 
concept of iAM was to manage how an identity (human or program) can gain access to a system 
(application or data). ioT adds a new dimension; you now need an iAM system with a natively built-
in concept of devices as: 1) actors; 2) target systems; and 3) data containers. only then can you 
appropriately manage registration and access to and from ioT devices.
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 › Perform device-to-device authentication at scale. When devices talk to each other, you have to 
ensure that communication only happens between authorized parties and on authorized pathways. 
The initial step here is authenticating one device to another. Clearly, old fashioned paradigms, such 
as authentication based on a password or key phrase, will not be practical here for a large number 
of devices. instead, you will have to source an automated certificate management solution that is 
capable of automated certificate life-cycle management across multiple devices.

 › Manage identity within an evolving device ownership paradigm. Traditional iAM has generally 
relied on a one-to-one relationship, as in one user with one mobile device and one mobile app. 
ioT deployments complicate this model considerably, with both many-to-many relationships (as in 
multiple household devices used by multiple family members) or with change in ownership (such 
as a connected device that is resold on a secondary market). This different dynamic of ownership 
and identity in ioT places a real premium on solutions that can effectively manage this dynamic, 
which could include capabilities such as delegated authorization (to manage usage by a household) 
as well as user-centric privacy controls (to enable deletion and resetting of a device profile upon 
change in ownership).

 › Manage consent in IoT environments easily and explicitly. Custom-built, one-off user data 
usage consent and authorization solutions will not work here — they stall under the sheer number 
of devices they have to manage and the access rights on each of those devices. enter user-
managed access (uMA), which provides an openid Connect profile to standardize authorization 
on ioT devices and ioT security management planes that device manufacturers may provide.30 for 
example, home automation vendors can use uMA to provide a delegation framework that allows a 
homeowner to temporarily allow a cable Tv technician to open a home’s garage door but not the 
front door. forrester recommends that s&r pros look at ioT iAM platforms that explicitly support 
uMA and provide native measures for protecting data on ioT-connected devices.

What It Means

Growing demand for iAM Will drive new entrants And innovation

iAM has always been a complex area of security because of the need to integrate people, devices, 
systems, and processes. The challenges that firms face in different scenarios, from workforce, to 
consumer, to ioT, exacerbated by the landslide changes required by the GdPr, ensure that iAM 
vendors can’t sit idle. forrester envisions an iAM market in the next 18 to 24 months in which:

 › IAM suites become loosely coupled, microservices-based offerings. Gone are the days of 
the classic iAM suite that offers all iAM functionality and requires the client to install everything. 
Loosely coupled, APi-based, iAM microservices-oriented solutions will replace today’s iAM 
behemoths. even non-iAM Zero Trust vendors will adopt this APi-centric, microservices-based 
approach to help ease implementation efforts. in response, it’s highly likely that iAM vendors will 
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consolidate. Modern architectures, such as okta and oneLogin, will lead the way here; incumbent 
iAM suites vendors, such as CA Technologies/Broadcom, iBM, Micro focus, one identity, oracle, 
and rsA security, need to evolve their iAM suites into much smaller, cloud-based, loosely coupled, 
and more-granular offerings — from both technical and pricing perspectives.

 › IDaas becomes a viable alternative for all IAM services and adds identity analytics. Today’s 
idaas solutions are primarily about sso, MfA, access policies, and simple access request 
management and sCiM-based provisioning to cloud apps. in the next 18 to 24 months, we will see 
idaas vendors, such as Centrify, okta, oneLogin, and sailPoint Technologies, encompass full iMG 
functionality (including complex access request management, deep, visual workflow and attribute-
based provisioning to on-premises apps and access recertification, and PiM) and extended all-
around support for not just cloud applications but legacy, on-premises apps as well. Legacy iAM 
suites vendors (CA Technologies, iBM, Micro focus, one identity, and oracle) will either fade into 
oblivion or continue to build bridge idaas solutions that allow their existing install base clients to 
use on-prem iAM solutions to manage cloud workloads (saas and iaas apps).

 › consumer IDaas spawns a new class of customer management services. Moving way 
beyond traditional security and iAM features, and built-for-privacy, CiAM will overlap with business 
intelligence, master data management, profile management, and marketing applications to form a 
new class of purpose-built, customer management platforms. These platforms from vendors such 
as Auth0, forgerock, Janrain, Loginradius, salesforce, and sAP (Gigya) will largely be available as 
saas offerings (customer management-as-a-service) but also deployable as on-premises solutions. 
Gradual, slow, and context-sensitive user registration that understands use cases and does not force 
users to unnecessarily disclose more information than necessary for registration will contribute to 
improved experiences as well as improved Pii data protection and regulatory compliance.
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